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Collinear laser fluorescence spectroscopy has been performed on the ground and isomeric states of 204,206Fr in
order to determine their spins, nuclear moments, and changes in mean-squared charge radii. A new experimental
technique has been developed as part of this work which much enhances the data collection rate while maintaining
the high resolution. This has permitted the extension of this study to the two isomeric states in each nucleus.
The investigation of nuclear g factors and mean-squared charge radii indicates that the neutron-deficient Fr
isotopes lie in a transitional region from spherical towards more collective structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser spectroscopic methods provide access to some of the
most fundamental nuclear properties whereby both quantum
(nuclear spin and magnetic dipole moment) and collective
(electric quadrupole moment and changes in mean-squared
charge radii) properties of the nuclei may be investigated.
In the vicinity of the Z = 82, N = 126 shell closures, laser
spectroscopy work using a variety of techniques has been
applied [1–4].

By comparing the changes in mean-squared charge radii to
isodeformation lines obtained from the droplet model [5,6],
minimal deviations from zero deformation in the observed
trend for the nuclear ground states in the Pb isotopic chain
are observed from the spherical doubly magic nucleus 208Pb
down to and beyond the neutron midshell at 186Pb [3]. Below
the Z = 82 shell closure in Pb, odd-even staggering (OES)
effects are observed around N = 104 in studies of the neutron-
deficient Hg isotopes [7]. The strong deviation from sphericity
and the OES in the isotopic chains of Hg and, to a much
lesser extent, Pt in the region near the midshell have been
attributed to transitions between the different nuclear shapes
[8,9] caused by an intruder π1h9/2 configuration. Both isotopic
chains remain mostly spherical down to N = 106.

Above the major shell gap in Pb, the changes in mean-
squared charge radii in the Po isotopic chain show a gradual
deviation from sphericity at N = 114 caused by a shift in the
dominant configurations from near-spherical to oblate [10].
The lack of current data in heavier even-Z nuclei down to
similar neutron numbers makes definitive statements difficult.
However, the trend observed in the Rn [2,11] seems to indicate
a comparable effect with the onset of collectivity occurring at
higher masses.

Typically, the neutron-deficient francium nuclei, having five
protons in excess to Pb, are considered to consist of an inert
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Pb core with valence nucleons around it [12]. As the neutron
shells are depleted from N = 126 (213Fr) downward, several
isotopes have been found to have isomeric states around the
N = 118 subshell closure [13]. Nuclear structure studies using
optical techniques of Fr nuclei were started in the 1980s
[14,15] and have recently regained significant interest [1,4].
This work presents a continuation of the optical spectroscopy
of the 206−204Fr nuclear ground states [1] wherein the isomeric
states in the even-A isotopes are under investigation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experiment was performed at the radioactive-beam
facility ISAC (isotope separator and accelerator) at TRIUMF,
Vancouver, Canada. Francium isotopes were produced by
nuclear reactions in a ∼2000 ◦C hot UCx target initiated by
a 9.8 μA, 480 MeV proton beam. Subsequent ionization took
place within a rhenium-coated transfer tube acting as a surface
ion source. Positive ions were then accelerated to 20 keV,
passed through a high-resolution, two-stage mass separator
before being delivered to the experimental setup.

The continuous ion beam was injected into an out-of-
plane, gas-filled, radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) Paul trap
[16] and ejected in reverse direction into the collinear laser
spectroscopy beamline [17]. The injection time was adjusted
for each nuclear state under investigation and varied between
5 and 500 ms. After a 1 ms delay, the ions were ejected within a
100 μs window for all states. The ion bunches were neutralized
in a Rb vapor cell with 50% efficiency into the atomic ground
state of the Fr atom.

The atoms were shifted into resonance with a counter-
propagating laser beam at 718 nm allowing high-resolution
spectroscopy to be performed on the atomic 7s2S1/2 →
7p2P ◦

3/2 transition in neutral Fr. Fluorescent photons were
detected in the light collection region, located 40 cm down-
stream of the charge exchange cell, using a red-sensitive
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT output was recorded
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using a digital multichannel scaler (MCS) data acquisition
system with respect to both Doppler tuning voltage and time
post RFQ extraction. The latter was implemented by utilizing
the RFQ ejection trigger as the start of data accumulation.
Long-term frequency stabilization and locking was achieved
by comparing a small fraction of the output from an M Squared
SolsTiS Ti:Sa laser (pumped by a Lighthouse Sprout Nd:YAG
laser) to a frequency-stabilized HeNe laser via a scanning,
confocal Fabry-Pérot etalon.

The majority of the Ti:Sa laser output was passed through
an electro-optical modulator (EOM) to rapidly modulate the
intensity of laser light injected into the beamline and hence
minimize the amount of optical pumping in the Fr atoms [1].
A pulse train of transmitted laser light was observed in the light
collection region and consisted of a 30 ns pulse duration with
both an 18 ns rise and fall time at a repetition rate of 333 kHz.
A time-averaged power of 10 pW corresponded to 1.6 mW
on peak. The transit time from the charge exchange cell to
the light collection region of the atom bunch is approximately
3 μs at 20 keV corresponding to 140 lifetimes of the P ◦

3/2 state
(τ = 21 ns [18]) in Fr. The pulse train therefore corresponds
to each atom experiencing one photon burst on average.

Increasing the frequency of the intensity modulation to
excite more atoms in close proximity to the PMT begins to
re-introduce the kind of optical pumping effect (upstream)
that the method was developed to avoid. A new technique has
therefore been developed as part of this work whereby each
section of the atom bunch was probed by three different laser
frequencies, supplied by sequential light pulses. This enhances
the effective scanning rate whilst minimizing optical pumping
and is reported here for the first time. This was accomplished
utilizing the light of the first order diffraction fringe from a
double-passed acousto-optical modulator (AOM). The radio-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Effect of the different AOM radio frequen-
cies (νRF1 = 110, νRF2 = 100, and νRF3 = 90 MHz) illustrated on the
cycling transition of 208Fr. The spectra for the three different RFs
are presented individually. The difference in resonance centroids as
indicated by the dashed vertical lines corresponds to the RF offset.
As an example, the blue dotted lines correspond to the centroid for
νRF1.

frequencies (RFs) applied to the AOM are well defined and
change the carrier laser frequency by 2νRF. Consequently, any
individual atom can at most be on resonance with one of the
three laser frequencies used, thus maintaining the effectiveness
of the intensity modulation.

The high voltage pulses supplied to the EOM to achieve the
best distinction and the RF applied to the AOM were synchro-
nized by a delay generator such that one AOM frequency co-
incided with a photon burst. A coincidence unit was employed
to feed the PMT signal for the individual photon bursts, con-
taining different effective laser frequencies, into separate data
acquisition (DAQ) channels (see Fig. 1). The resultant three
fluorescent spectra are treated individually in the analysis.

III. RESULTS

The observed fluorescence spectra for 208,206−204Fr are
shown in Fig. 2. For both 204,206Fr, three nuclear states were
observed. Henceforth, the naming scheme presented in [13]
will be used to refer to the individual nuclear states. For
206Fr, this marks the first direct and isolated observation of the
presence of two long-lived isomeric states. It is noteworthy that
the high-frequency (low-spin) multiplet for the nuclear ground
states of 204gFr and 206gFr forms a doublet structure with the
respective first, lowest in energy, isomeric states, 204m1Fr and
206m1Fr.

The data were fitted using various nuclear spins I with the
standard hyperfine function whereby the frequency of each
allowed hyperfine transition F → F ′ is given as

νF,F ′ = νJ,J ′ + (αF ′AF ′ + βF ′BF ′) − (αF AF + βF BF ) (1)

for a transition between two levels of atomic spin J,J ′. The
coefficients α and β are composed of spin couplings including
the nuclear spin I , the atomic spin J , and the coupling of the
two to the total spin of the system F as

α = K

2
, β = B

4

3
2C(C + 1) + 2IJ (I + 1)(J + 1)

IJ (2I − 1)(2J − 1)
, (2)

with C = F (F + 1) − J (J + 1) − I (I + 1). The hyperfine
coefficients A and B are related to the nuclear magnetic dipole
moment μ and the spectroscopic electric quadrupole moment
Qs as

A = μBJ (0)

IJ
, B = eQs〈Vzz〉, (3)

where BJ (0) and 〈Vzz〉 describe the electromagnetic field and
its gradient at the site of the nucleus, respectively. From
Eqs. (1) and (2) it is immediately clear that the extraction
of nuclear properties with any degree of confidence can only
be accomplished if the nuclear spin either is known or can be
uniquely determined from the optical spectra observed.

A direct and firm spin determination for the nuclear states
under investigation is possible due to the high-resolution spec-
troscopy being performed leading to the individual hyperfine
structure transitions being resolved. The hyperfine multiplets
can be paired to form a complete hyperfine spectrum for a
given nuclear state by means of the common splitting present
in both multiplets. Since the value of such a splitting varies
for each nuclear state due to differences in nuclear spins and
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FIG. 2. Observed optical fluorescence spectra for 208,206,205,204Fr, respectively. Where appropriate, contributions of the nuclear ground and
isomeric states have been marked with a g and m1,m2, respectively. As discussed in [1], the high-frequency (low-spin) hyperfine multiplets
for both 206g,m1Fr and 204g,m1Fr are doublet structures.

thus angular momentum couplings, the pairing of hyperfine
multiplets is unique and unambiguous even in the case of
similarly sized nuclear electromagnetic moments. The spin
determinations are based upon the goodness of fit value, the
observed relative intensities, and the ratio of hyperfine A
coefficients [1]. The nuclear spins of the isomeric states for
206m1,204m1Fr and 206m2,204m2Fr were determined to be 7(+) and
10(−), respectively. In the case of 204m1,m2Fr, the difference
in nuclear spin of �I = 3 is supported by the L/K ratio
from recoil-tagged conversion electron spectroscopy [19]. The
tentative spin assignments from α-decay spectroscopy [13]
are herewith confirmed. The resultant nuclear spins for all
investigated nuclear states as well as the parameters for the
isotope shifts δνA,208 and hyperfine coupling constants for
both the S1/2 and P ◦

3/2 atomic states are shown in Table I. The
relative intensities closely match the spin-dependent model
values as a result of the intensity modulation technique.

The nuclear magnetic dipole moments were extracted
by comparing the fitted values for the magnetic hyperfine

coupling constant A of the isotope to that of a reference iso-
tope whose magnetic dipole moment μ(210Fr) = +4.38(5)μN

has been determined from atom trapping experiments [20].
Combined with the hyperfine parameters presented in [15]
and in the absence of hyperfine anomalies [21], the magnetic
dipole moment of the nuclear states under investigation was
determined via

μ = IA

I210A210
μ210 . (4)

Since the hyperfine A parameter was determined for two
atomic states, the dipole moments presented in Table I are
a weighted mean of those calculated from both atomic states
for a given nuclear state.

Since there is no direct measurement of an electric
quadrupole moment within the francium isotopic chain, the
electromagnetic fields have to be evaluated theoretically in
order to extract the nuclear moment. Many-body calculations

TABLE I. Overview of the spins, isotope shifts, and hyperfine coupling constants for the 7s 2S1/2 → 7p 2P
◦
3/2 atomic transition in Fr.

Changes in mean-squared charge radii δ〈r2〉A,208 as well as the nuclear magnetic dipole moment μ and the spectroscopic electric quadrupole
moment Qs were extracted. The uncertainty of the calculation of the electric field gradient at the site of the nucleus is not included in the given
uncertainty. An additional 1% error on δ〈r2〉A,208 arises from the theory of atomic factors [23]. These values update and correct earlier values
from [1] where systematic errors were unaccounted for. Information on the half-lives and excitation energies are taken from [25] and [13],
respectively.

A State T1/2 E I δνA,208 A(S1/2) A(P3/2) B(P3/2) δ〈r2〉A,208 μ Qs
A(S1/2)
A(P3/2)

(s) (keV) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (fm2) (μN) (mb)

208 g 59.1 0 7 0 +6653.7(4) +71.9(2) +13.6(29) 0 +4.71(4) +52(11) 92.8(2)
206 g 16 0 3 +2064.3(21) +13052.2(18) +139.1(8) −66.8(50) −0.0998(1) +3.91(3) −253(18) 93.8(5)
206 m1 16 95 − �a 7 +2115.6(15) +6616.0(7) +71.3(3) −35.0(56) −0.1022(1) +4.68(4) −138(17) 92.9(3)
206 m2 0.7 672 − �a 10 +615.3(15) +2416.1(4) +26.0(1) +343.8(25) −0.0298(1) +2.44(2) +1307(9) 93.1(7)
205 g 3.92 0 9/2 +2034.9(18) +8355.0(11) +89.7(4) −81.0(48) −0.0983(1) +3.80(3) −308(18) 93.1(4)
204 g 1.8 0 3 +3746.8(10) +13146.7(7) +141.7(3) −37.1(19) −0.1808(1) +3.99(3) −143(9) 92.9(2)
204 m1 1.6 41 7 +3787.0(11) +6536.3(3) +70.0(2) −159.8(26) −0.1828(1) +4.62(4) −620(17) 93.2(3)
204 m2 0.8 316 10 +2687.6(19) +2321.5(4) +24.9(2) +368.4(57) −0.1299(1) +2.34(2) +1401(15) 93.6(8)

aRepresents upper limit as discussed in [13].
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[15] yield

B

Qs

= 263 MHz/b, (5)

allowing the determination of the spectroscopic quadrupole
moments presented in Table I. It should be noted, however, that
the error given there is purely statistical and does not include
any systematic uncertainty because of the unavailability of
uncertainties on B/Qs .

Changes in mean-squared charge radii δ〈r2〉A,208 with
respect to 208Fr were extracted from the isotope shifts using

δνAA′ = K

(
1

mA

− 1

mA′

)
+ Fδ〈r2〉AA′

, (6)

where the atomic masses were taken from the latest atomic
mass evaluation [22] and the atomic factors,

F = −20.766(208) GHz/fm2, (7)

K = −85(113) GHz amu, (8)

from atomic theory [23]. These calculations have been corrob-
orated by atom trapping techniques [24].

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Charge radii

Changes in mean-squared charge radii with respect to N =
126 (213Fr) are shown in Fig. 3. The systematic uncertainty
according to the atomic factors is of the order of 1% and shown
as the shaded area for the ground states or error bars for the
isomeric states. Isodeformation lines from the droplet model
[5,6] are included for comparison using β2(213Fr) = +0.008
[26].

The odd-even staggering as observed in 207−213Fr [12]
continues to lower masses with a more pronounced effect
compared to nuclei in the vicinity of the N = 126 shell
closure. For the nuclear ground states, a deviation from the
β2 = 0 line of zero quadrupole deformation is observed at
N � 119 indicating the loss of a perfectly spherical system.
Furthermore, it is apparent that the very low lying, 7(+)

isomeric states follow the trend of the nuclear ground states.
An isomeric shift between the two states is of the order
of +50 MHz resulting in δ〈r2〉m1,g = −0.002 fm2 being
negligible on the scale presented here.

The second, 10(+) isomeric states exhibit an isomeric shift
from the ground states of −1449.0(36) MHz for 206Fr and
−1059.2(29) MHz for 204Fr. This shift corresponds to a charge
radius enlarged compared to that of the ground states. Both
masses point to that nuclear state having a root-mean-square
deformation of |β2| ≈ 0.10. While the δ〈r2〉m,g is greater
for 206Fr than 204Fr (by approximately a factor of 1.4) the
results for 206m2Fr (|β2| > 0.15) as presented in [4] were not
confirmed.

A comparison of nuclear ground states between the isotopic
chains of Fr and Pb is given in Fig. 3(a). The correspondence
in OES down to N = 119 is remarkable albeit it is more
pronounced for the lower neutron numbers. This is evidenced
by the relative change in δ〈r2〉 for the ground state isotones
in Fr and Pb highlighted in Fig. 3(b). While generally δ〈r2〉 is
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Changes in mean-squared charge radii
for the neutron-deficient Fr isotopes in comparison to those of Pb
[15,27]. Statistical errors are within the data points. Systematic errors
for Fr are included as the shaded area for the nuclear ground states
and error bars for the isomers. Isodeformation lines according to the
droplet model [5,6] are shown as the dashed lines using β2(213Fr) =
+0.008 from [26]. The shaded area enclosed by the dotted lines
corresponds to the systematic uncertainty from the atomic factors.
(b) Relative change in δ〈r2〉 for the Fr and Pb ground states; � =
δ〈r2〉N,126

Fr − δ〈r2〉N,126
Pb .

smaller for Fr than for the Pb isotone, this trend is reversed at
N = 118 such that the Fr isotopes cease to change as rapidly as
their Pb isotones. Reflected in the reversal of sign in δ〈r2〉Fr,Pb

N ,
the observed behavior marks the loss of close correspondence
between the Fr and Pb isotones. The changes in mean-squared
charge radii therefore indicate that the nuclear ground states are
governed by spherical structures with an onset of collectivity
at N = 118.

B. Dipole moments

The nuclear magnetic dipole moment is linked to the nuclear
g factor via g = μ/I where I is the spin of the corresponding
nuclear state. Nuclear g factors provide strong fingerprints for
the specific configurations. A change in configuration becomes
apparent as a sudden increase or decrease in the g factor. This is
of particular importance when isomeric states are present that
may occupy different nuclear orbitals. As a comparison to the
experimental data, empirical g factors may aid in discussing
nucleon orbital occupations by using single-particle coupling
estimates and the additivity relation [28]

gemp = 1

2

[
(gπ + gν) + (gπ − gν)

jπ (jπ + 1) − jν(jν − 1)

I (I + 1)

]

(9)
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uration (horizontal line). The filled circles for N = 119 indicate the
g factor derived from the fits of hyperfine function to the data for
various spins.

for the even-A isotopes, where gπ,gν are the corresponding g
factors, jπ ,jν the angular momenta of the valence particles, and
I the total nuclear spin. In order to obtain as pure a shell effect
as possible and hence to compare to single-particle-like struc-
tures, gπ,gν were evaluated from isotopes with one valence
particle outside otherwise closed shells. The corresponding
nuclear magnetic dipole moments were taken from [29]. 209Bi
with one proton in addition to the doubly magic 208Pb core
was taken to evaluate gemp(π ) = +0.91. The neutron g factors
were taken from Pb isotopes to avoid any correlating effects
between the nucleons. For the ν3p1/2, ν2f5/2, ν3p3/2, and
ν1i13/2 configurations, 207,201,197,195Pb served as empirical
values resulting in gemp(ν) = +1.19, + 0.27, − 0.72, − 0.17,
respectively.

Considering the specific case of 206m2Fr, the [(π1h9/2)1 ⊗
(ν1i13/2)−1]10 shell-model state is suggested [30]. Based on
the evaluated empirical nuclear g factors for a variety of
spins a convincing argument for I = 10 can be presented.
From Fig. 4 it is quite clear, that I = 10 provides the closest
correspondence of g factor to the suggested configuration
when fitting the data with various nuclear spins. Regarding
g(206m2Fr) ≈ +0.35 from [4], a significant systematic error
of the order of 0.08 or greater for the experiment presented
here can be excluded due to the resolved observation of all six
hyperfine transitions and a common splitting for both hyperfine
multiplets. The assignment of I = 10 for this isomeric state
can be considered confirmed.

The g factors for the neutron-deficient Fr isotopes and their
isomers are presented in Fig. 5. A single valence proton located
in the π1h9/2 shell determines the structure of the odd-A,
neutron-deficient Fr isotopes [12] giving rise to the I = 9/2
nuclear ground state spins. Such a valence proton couples with
a valence neutron in the even-A Fr isotopes to form ground
state configurations where the neutron orbital occupancy may
be taken directly from the shell model.

From the N = 126 neutron shell closure towards more
neutron-deficient isotopes a downward sloping trend in the
experimentally determined g factors (and thus a deviation
from the gemp for the respective nuclear states) is observed.
Such a departure has been observed in Bi [31] and Tl
[32] and is generally attributed to core polarization effects
within the nucleus. For the isomeric states of lower excitation
energy with I = 7, the trend of decreasing g factors in the
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Nuclear g factors for the neutron-deficient
Fr isotopes and isomers. The g factors for the relevant valence particle
couplings have been determined empirically (see text for details). The
data are color-coded with respect to the suggested proton/neutron
state occupancy. The values for 207,209−213Fr were taken from [12]
(squares) whereas 204−206,208Fr are from the present work (circles).

ν2f5/2 shell is continued in 206m1Fr and finally 204m1Fr. The
increasing discrepancy of the experimentally and empirically
determined g factors indicates an increase in collectivity as
the neutron shells are depleted. Deviations from the spherical
symmetry imply the strong mixing of spherical shell-model
configurations.

C. Comparison to theoretical values

Calculations within the energy density functional (EDF)
framework were performed utilizing the Skyrme parametriza-
tion UNEDF0 [33] and the computer code HFBTHO [34].

TABLE II. Comparison of theoretically determined absolute
charge radii 〈rch〉, binding energies B, and intrinsic point-proton
quadrupole moments Q0 using UNEDF0-EDF for the nuclear ground
states. The statistical model errors for the UNEDF0 results were
determined using the procedure from [35]. The experimental binding
energies were calculated from the binding energies per nucleon [22].

A 〈rch〉 B Q0
(fm) (GeV) (b)

EDF Expt. EDF Expt. EDF

213 5.576(6) 5.577 −1.65714(49) −1.65468(1) −0.40(8)
212 5.573(6) 5.570 −1.64825(52) −1.64657(1) −0.60(6)
211 5.567(6) 5.566 −1.64046(57) −1.63912(1) −0.77(17)
210 5.563(5) 5.559 −1.63109(63) −1.63024(1) −1.30(15)
209 5.561(5) 5.556 −1.62270(73) −1.62261(1) −2.03(20)
208 5.560(5) 5.548 −1.61336(76) −1.61344(1) −2.84(8)
207 5.557(5) 5.547 −1.60483(79) −1.60554(2) −3.02(14)
206 5.556(5) 5.539 −1.59535(81) −1.59587(3) −3.76(12)
205 5.554(5) 5.539 −1.58686(87) −1.58787(1) −4.02(13)
204 5.551(5) 5.532 −1.57721(91) −1.57788(2) −4.36(12)
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A quasiparticle blocking procedure was employed with an
equal filling approximation to calculate the binding energies,
absolute charge radii, and intrinsic point-proton quadrupole
moments for the ground states as listed in Table II. Since the
equal filling approximation forces the solution to have time-
reversal symmetry, the magnetic dipole moments may not be
determined within this framework. The experimental absolute
mean charge radii 〈rch〉 were evaluated using 〈rch〉(212Fr) =
5.570 fm from [21] with any error on that value causing a
systematic offset only.

The EDF approach applied to the region of Fr isotopes is
seen to have problems describing the ground state properties
compared to the data. The model overpredicts the intrinsic
deformation of the investigated nuclei, leading to deficiencies
in the isotopic trend for the charge radii. Similar effects have
been seen by other beyond-mean-field models studying the
neutron-deficient Pb isotopes [36].

V. CONCLUSION

Collinear laser spectroscopy was performed on neutron-
deficient Fr isotopes and isomers at the ISAC facility at TRI-
UMF, Vancouver, Canada. The technique of high-frequency
intensity modulation previously developed on the nuclear
ground states to suppress hyperfine pumping [1,37] was
employed to enhance the intensities of the nonstretched
atomic hyperfine transitions. Furthermore, the aforementioned
technique was refined by means of different effective laser
frequencies for each photon burst. As with the technique
of intensity modulation, the further development of probing
atoms with slightly different velocity classes may be applied
to any collinear laser spectroscopic work performed on atoms

where branching to other fine or hyperfine structure state is
possible.

For the first time, the presence of two isomeric states
in 206Fr, 206m1Fr, and 206m2Fr was definitively verified. The
high-resolution spectroscopy performed in this study allowed
an unambiguous pairing of the hyperfine multiplets through
the hyperfine splittings despite the overlapping multiplets
of 206g,206m1Fr and 204g,204m1Fr. The model-independent de-
termination of the nuclear spin for the isomeric states in
206,204Fr allowed a spin-independent extraction of the changes
in mean-squared charge radii as well as the magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole moments. The changes in mean-squared
charge radii indicate an onset of collectivity at N = 118.

Calculations within the UNEDF0-EDF framework reflect
the binding energies very well at levels below 0.1%; however,
deficiencies in predicting other nuclear properties exist due to
deformation effects.
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